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Rutcor Research ReportRRR 4-95, February 1995On the Power of Democratic NetworksEddy MayorazAbstract. Linear Threshold Boolean units (LTUs) are the basic processing com-ponents of arti�cial neural networks of Boolean activations. Quantization of theirparameters is a central question in hardware implementation, when numerical tech-nologies are used to store the con�guration of the circuit. In the previous studies onthe circuit complexity of feedforward neural networks, no di�erences had been madebetween a network with \small" integer weights and one composed of majority units(LTUs with weights in f�1; 0;+1g), since any connection of weight w (w integer)can be simulated by jwj connections of value sgn(w). This paper will focus on thecircuit complexity of democratic networks, i.e. circuits of majority units with atmost one connection between each pair of units.The main results presented are the following: any Boolean function can be com-puted by a depth-3 non-degenerate democratic network and can be expressed as alinear threshold function of majorities; AT-LEAST-k and AT-MOST-k are com-putable by a depth-2, polynomial size democratic network; the smallest sizes ofdepth-2 circuits computing PARITY are identical for a democratic network and fora usual network; the VC-dimension of the class of the majority functions is n + 1,i.e. equal to that of the class of any linear threshold functions.Acknowledgements: The author gratefully acknowledge the Swiss National ScienceFoundation, grant 20-5637.88.



RRR 4-95 Page 11 IntroductionA Boolean function f(b) : IBn ! IB is a linear threshold function if there exists a weightvector w 2 IRn and a threshold w0 2 IR such thatf(b) = sgn(w0 + b>w): (1)The numerical representation used in this paper for the set of Boolean values IB will bef�1;+1g, and the sign function sgn : IR ! IB is de�ned as sgn(x) = +1 if and only ifx > 0. The processing unit computing a linear threshold Boolean function (LTU) is thebasic component of arti�cial neural networks. A feedforward (i.e. cycle free) network N ischaracterized by its depth d(N ), which denotes the length of the longest oriented path in N ;and by its size s(N ), which will be de�ned, in the present study, as the number of processingunits in N . According to the notation used in [2], LT1 denotes the set of all linear thresholdBoolean functions, while LTd (resp. LTd) represents the set of all Boolean functions thatcan be computed by a feedforward network composed of LTUs, with a depth d and of anysize (resp. with a size bounded by a polynomial in the number of inputs of N ).Since LT1 contains the conjunction and the disjunction of arbitrarily many arguments, theset Bn of every Boolean function of n arguments is clearly included in LT2. However, whencircuits with size bounded polynomially in n are considered, many questions remain. On theone hand, since the number of linear threshold Boolean functions of at most n arguments isin 2�(n2) (see [11, 21]), Bn 6� LTd for any constant depth d. On the other hand, LT1�0 LT2 isthe only inclusion known to be proper in the whole hierarchy LT1 � LT2 � LT3 � : : :.The quantization of the parameters wi (i = 0; : : : ; n) of the LTUs is essential for anyhardware implementation using numerical technologies to store the wis. A famous resultdue to Muroga, Toda and Takasu [12] (see also [14] for a concise proof) shows that theweights of any linear threshold function of n inputs can be integers bounded from above by(n+ 1)n+122n :It is easy to see that some Boolean functions such as COMPARISON are in LT1 but requireweights of exponential size. Thus, the most important restriction of LTUs which as beenconsidered in the literature has small weights, i.e. integer weights bounded polynomially inthe fan-in [6, 15, 18]. Let dLT d denote the set of Boolean functions computable by a depth-dpolynomial size circuit composed of LTUs with small weights. The strongest relationshipbetween LTd and dLT d has been obtained recently by Goldmann and Karpinski [5], whoproved that LTd � dLT d+1 8d � 1.The class of linear threshold Boolean functions with integer parameters wi bounded bya constant, constitutes naturally the next stage in this simpli�cation of the LTUs. Thesimplest situation, where each wi is either +1; 0 or �1, corresponds to the class of majorityBoolean functions and is the central topic of this paper. From a circuit complexity point ofview, this new subset of linear threshold Boolean functions presents no particular interestsince any LTUs can be transformed into a unit computing a majority function, by replacing



Page 2 RRR 4-95each connection of value wi by jwij connections of value sgn(wi). Moreover, the polynomialsize property of a network is preserved by this transformation when the functions computedby the units of the initial net are in dLT 1. Therefore, in all the theoretical works on the circuitcomplexity of feedforward networks, the circuits composed of majority Boolean functions areonly mentioned as equivalent to these based on functions in LT1, or at least in dLT 1.However, the aim of an arti�cial neural network is more to be able to learn a widefamily of tasks, than to achieve one particular function. Whenever a circuit architecturehas to be determined to suit various tasks, it is of high interest to be able to choose, forexample, between a circuit with a few bits per connections or another with some morecomputational units but with at most one connection of one bit between each pair of units.Also in simulation, when a neural network is used to learn a task, whatever is the trainingprocess involved, it would be desirable to know whether the loading is possible or not for agiven quantization level of the parameters.More speci�cally, in some other studies, we are designing training algorithms for demo-cratic networks [7, 8, 9]. Among other approaches, we attempted to develop methods con-structing the network layer by layer during the training phase [1]. In this context, it is highlyimportant to know, for example, whether there exists a depth-2 network for any task thathas to be loaded.The present paper investigates the computational power of feedforward networks whoseunits realize majority functions. It tries to shed some light to the following question:Does the computational power of LTUs lie more in the richness of the various a�necombinations of the inputs or in the non-linear function sgn ?The remainder of this paper is divided into �ve sections. The model of network involvedin the following sections is de�ned formally in section 2. Section 3 presents a couple ofsimple constructions for circuits computing some basic Boolean functions such as AND, OR,AT-LEAST-k and PARITY. The existence of a depth 2 universal circuit, i.e. able to realizeany functions of Bn, is discussed in section 4. In section 5, the VC-dimension of the class ofmajority Boolean functions is shown to be equal to that of all the linear threshold Booleanfunctions. A general discussion and some suggestions for further research constitute theconcluding section.2 Majority functions and democratic networksThe class MAJ1 of the majority Boolean functions is the set of linear threshold Booleanfunctions with weights wi restricted to the set f�1; 0;+1g.Remark 2.1 For the sake of simplicity in the further developments, it is conve-nient to consider a class of functions closed under negation. The negation of afunction f 2 MAJ1 of weights w is already in MAJ1 when the number of argu-ments of f is odd, since the latter is self-dual.The negation of an `even-majority'



RRR 4-95 Page 3function can be obtained by an inversion of the weight vector, and by simultane-ously changing the convention on the value of sgn(0). This e�ect can be obtainedfor example by allowing the threshold to take values in f�12;+12g. This limited ex-ibility of the threshold gives the choice between an `absolute' and a `non-absolute'majority and has no e�ect on odd-majority functions. Finally, observe that withthe closure of MAJ1 under negation we also get its closure under duality.In practice, an inversion of every out-going connection of a unit computing f corresponds toa modi�cation of f into not-f ; if all the in-going connections are also inverted, f is changeinto its dual fd and �nally if the threshold is inverted at the same time, the new functioncomputed by the unit is f again.De�nition 2.1 A Boolean function f : IBn ! IB is a majority Boolean function(i.e. f 2 MAJ1) if there exists a weight vector w 2 f�1; 0;+1gn and a thresholdw0 = �12 satisfying equation (1). The wi are also called the coe�cients of f andthe dot product w>b is the potential of f for the input b.De�nition 2.2 A democratic network is a feedforward circuit composed of unitscomputing majority Boolean functions with the additional property that there isat most one connection between each pair of units. MAJd (resp. MAJd) denotesthe set of Boolean functions realizable by a democratic network of depth d andof any size (resp. of size bounded by a polynomial in its number of inputs). Anetwork is said to be degenerate if it does contain at least two distinct sub-circuitscomputing the same Boolean function.One observes that the closure ofMAJ1 under negation and duality implies this same propertyon MAJd and on MAJd.3 Representation of basic functionsIn the beginning of the last decade, polynomial size, constant depth circuits composed ofLTUs became popular when it was �rst shown that there is no polynomial size, constantdepth circuit computing PARITY with only AND, OR and NOT processing units [4]. Afew years later it was proved that, even if we add the PARITY function to this previ-ous set of basic units, there is no polynomial size, constant depth circuit able to computeMAJORITY [16]. In contrast, it is interesting to determine the complexity of democraticnetworks computing these basic functions.Since the binary conjunction 2-AND is a majority function, the conjunction of n argu-ments n-AND is in MAJdlog2 ne by decomposition into 2-ANDs. However, the conjunction ofn arguments can be realized by smaller democratic networks :Proposition 3.1 n-AND 2 MAJ2 .



Page 4 RRR 4-95Proof: Consider the n � 1 pairs of inputs (1; 2); (2; 3); : : : ; (n� 1; n). For each ofthese pairs, introduce 2 units on the hidden layer, one with coe�cients (+1;+1)and the other with coe�cients (�1;�1). Each hidden unit has a negative thresholdand is connected to the output unit by a link of weight +1. The contribution ofeach pair of hidden units to the output potential is 0 if the two correspondinginputs are identical and �2 otherwise. The total output potential will then be 0if all the inputs are identical and negative otherwise. Adding one connection froman arbitrary input to the output will produce the desired function. Moreover, thenetwork is clearly non-degenerate, and d = 2, s = 2n � 2. 4Note that the latter construction uses only fan-in-2 units on the hidden layer. When thedepth of the circuit is not critical, n-AND can be computed with a number of units boundedby a logarithm in n.Proposition 3.2 n-AND can be computed by a non-degenerate democratic net-work, with s 2 O(log n) and d 2 O(log� n).To verify this proposition let us �rst prove the following lemma:Lemma 3.3 The computation of n-AND can be reduced to the computation ofan AND of b log2(n+ 1) c variables, using O(log2 n) majority units.Proof: Consider a partition of the input set I into I1 and I2 with jI2j = dn2e � 1.Add a hidden unit with a negative threshold, connected to each input of I1 with aweight +1 and to each input of I2 with a weight �1. If all the inputs of I2 are setto +1, the hidden neuron gives an output +1 only if all the inputs of I1 are alsoset to +1. Thus, the computation of AND over the n inputs is equivalent to thecomputation of AND over the hidden neuron and the inputs of I2. Applying thisidea recursively to the subset I2, one can construct one hidden layer composed ofh(n) neurons, where h(n) is given by the following recursive equation:h(n) = 1 + h(dn2 e � 1); h(0) = h(1) = 0: (2)The exact solution of equation (2) is h(n) = blog2 23(n+ 1)c for every n > 0. Thenumber a(n) of arguments of the remaining AND is given by the same recursiverelation as h(n), but with initial conditions a(0) = 0 and a(1) = 1. By solving thisequation, one obtains a(n) = blog2(n+ 1)c. 4Proposition 3.2 is established by recursively applying lemma 3.3.Proof: The �nal size s(n) of the network is given by the following recursive equa-tion:



RRR 4-95 Page 5s(n) = h(n) + s(a(n)); s(0) = s(1) = 0: (3)It can easily be proved that the solution s(n) of this equation is in O(log n). Thedepth of this network is given by the number of time one has to apply functiona to the number n of inputs until a value smaller than 1 is reached, and this isclearly in O(log� n). 4Figure 1 illustrates this construction by showing the transformation of 10-AND into a three-layered democratic network.
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Figure 1: Multi-layer democratic circuit simulating a conjunction.AND(a1; : : : ; a10) = AND(m1; a7; : : : ; a10) = AND(m1;m2; a10) = AND(m3; a10) = mo.At �rst glance, the fact that in our model of majority function the threshold is limited tof�12g seems to be very restrictive. Indeed, with a threshold varying in the set f�n; :::;+ng,the set of basic functions would contain n-AND and n-OR and more generally for everyk, AT-LEAST-k (resp. AT-MOST-k) which takes the value +1 if and only if there are atleast (resp. at most) k positive inputs. This restriction on the threshold was maintained foruniformity with the coe�cients and to satisfy the constraints given by the hardware imple-mentation. The next proposition shows that for every k, AT-LEAST-k and AT-MOST-k arecomputable by small democratic networks.Proposition 3.4 AT-LEAST-k, AT-MOST-k 2 MAJ2 8k .



Page 6 RRR 4-95Proof: SinceMAJ2 is closed under negation and duality, and AT-LEAST-(bn2 c+ 1)is in MAJ1, we only have to show that AT-LEAST-k is in MAJ2 8 k = bn2c +2; : : : ; n.Regroup the inputs into m = bn2c pairs (1; 2); (3; 4); : : : . Connect each inputdirectly to the output unit with a positive weight. For each of the m pairs ofinputs, add 4 hidden units of negative threshold and with coe�cients (+1;+1),(+1;�1), (�1;+1) and (�1;�1), respectively. When each of the 6m connectionstowards the output unit has the value +1, the contribution of each pair of inputsto the output potential is �2 times the number of negative inputs in the pair. Thetotal contribution is then �2l, where l is the number of negative inputs among the2m �rst inputs.To realize AT-LEAST-k, we only need to add on the hidden layer 1+2(n�k) unitswhich should have a positive answer whenever there are at least k positive inputs.These 1+ 2(n� k) units can be any of the n+1 units with at least n� 1 among ncoe�cients equal to +1. As n+1 is bigger than 1+2(n�k) when k � bn2 c+2, thenetwork can always be non-degenerate. Thus, the output potential v will alwaysbe odd and v ( � 1 if l � n� k� �1 if l > n� k :In case of an odd number of arguments n, we just need to add a positive connectionfrom the nth input to the output and choose a positive threshold for the outputunit. 4De�nition 3.1 ABoolean function f is symmetric if f(b1; : : : ; bn) = f(b�(1); : : : ; b�(n))for any permutation � of the inputs. A well known characterization of symmetricfunctions is the following: f is symmetric if there exists k integers t1; : : : ; tk suchthat f(b1; : : : ; bn) = 1 i� Pni=1 bi 2 ft1; : : : ; tkg [6, 17].Corollary 3.5 Any symmetric Boolean function is in MAJ3.Proof: This result is a direct consequence of proposition 3.4 and of constructionpresented in [6, 17]:f(b) = maj�(AT-LEAST-t1(b); AT-MOST-t1(b);: : : ;AT-LEAST-tk(b); AT-MOST-tk(b)) (4)where maj� denotes the majority function with all coe�cients +1 and a negativethreshold. 4



RRR 4-95 Page 7The n-PARITY function is de�ned as the product of its inputs: f(b1; : : : ; bn) = Qni=1 bi. Awell known depth-2 circuit of LTUs realizes n-PARITY with exactly n hidden units: each ofthem computes AT-LEAST-k for k = 1; : : : ; n, and the output is a function of MAJ1 withalternating weight signs w = (+1;�1;+1; : : :). This construction is the smallest knownwhen no jumping connections over layers are allowed, otherwise the size s of the depth-2circuit can be divided by 2 [10] and if depth-3 networks are considered, the size can even bereduced to O(pn) [19].Although the above construction for PARITY reduces by a factor 2 the size s of thedepth-3 democratic network compared to the general construction for a symmetric func-tion (corollary 3.5), it can not be used for the development of a depth-2 circuit computingn-PARITY. The following proposition presents a completely di�erent construction solvingthis problem with no more than n units on the single hidden layer, and without jumpingconnections. Note that this construction has been discovered independently by T. Grossmanand is mentioned without proof in [13].Proposition 3.6 n-PARITY can be computed by a depth-2 non-degenerate demo-cratic network composed of n hidden units.Proof: On the hypercube IBn, let us call the point �b the antipodal of b; equatorof b, noted Eq(b), denotes the set fe 2 IBnje>b = 0g. For any Boolean functionf , the characteristic subset of IBn is de�ned as C(f) = fb 2 IBnjf(b) = +1g. Thetwo following observations are the key elements of the proof:� The sum of the outputs of 2 majority units of positive threshold and withweights w and �w respectively is +2 if the input is in Eq(w) and 0 otherwise(obvious).� For n even, there exist n2 equators covering C(n-PARITY) without containingany other points (proved below).With these remarks, the construction follows easily and it is illustrated in �gure 2for the case n = 4.The network with n hidden units and 1 output unit is such that each hidden uniti has a weight vector wi, a positive threshold and a positive connection with theoutput. The wis are de�ned byw1 = (+1; : : : ;+1| {z }dn2 e ;�1; : : : ;�1| {z }bn2 c );and w2; : : : ;wn are the cyclic permutations of the n components of w1, i.e. wi+1j�1 =wij; i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng, where j � 1 denotes the cyclic increment of j (n� 1 = 1).As a consequence of this de�nition of thewi we note that 8b 2 IBn;8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng,
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IB4Figure 2: Construction of 4-PARITY using 4 majority units.Four majority units, whose weight vectors wi are equal to the vertices of the hypercube indicatedwith a thick circle, are used to cover all the vertices of positive parity without covering any othervertex. b>wi�1 � b>wi 2 f�4; 0;+4g: (5)Moreover, if b+ (resp. b�) denotes the number of positive (resp. negative) compo-nents in the point b,b>wi mod 4 = 8>>><>>>: 0 if b+; b� are even (i.e. n is even)1 if b+ is odd and b� is even (i.e. n is odd)2 if b+; b� are odd (i.e. n is even)3 if b+ is even and b� is odd (i.e. n is odd) : (6)� When n is even, wi and wi�n2 are antipodal and thus the contribution of theunits i and i� n2 to the output potential is 0 for every point of IBn but thesein Eq(wi) for which is it +2. By equation (6), if a point b is in Eq(wi), b+and b� are both even and thus b 2 C(n-PARITY). To complete the proofit remains to show that any point of C(n-PARITY) is in Eq(wi) for at leastone i. Let b be an arbitrary point in C(n-PARITY), i.e. b� is even andby equation (6), b>wi mod 4 = 0, and say b>w1 = 4� = �b>w n2+1. Byproperty (5), the sequence 4� = b>w1; : : : ; b>w n2+1 = �4� has to be 0 for atleast one i 2 f1; : : : ; n2g, and thus b 2 Eq(wi).� When n is odd (say n = 2m+1), one observes that b>wi = �b>wi�m�2 8i 2f1; : : : ; ng, for any possible input vector b. This implies that these two dotproducts are of the same sign only if they are both +1 or both �1. As nis odd, there is at least one couple (b>wi; b>wi�m) with both elements ofthe same sign and by property (6), the existence of couples of type (+1;+1)



RRR 4-95 Page 9and of type (�1;�1) are mutually exclusive. The sign of the output is thuscompletely determined by the type of these particular couples appearing inthe sequence of the potentials of all the hidden units. Property (6) concludesthe proof, since couples of type (+1;+1) correspond to the case of b� even,i.e. b 2 C(n-PARITY). 44 Universal democratic networksAlthough ANDs and ORs are not very adequate to simulate, within a compact size circuit,most of the Boolean functions, they remain interesting since every function can be repre-sented in a depth-2 circuit, using the CNF or DNF forms (conjunctive or disjunctive normalforms). This section will address the question of what is the shortest democratic networkable to compute any Boolean function.Using the CNF or the DNF form, an obvious corollary of proposition 3.1 is that Bn 2MAJ4. The following proposition shows how Bn 2 MAJ3 by the simultaneous use of both,conjunctive and disjunctive forms.Proposition 4.1 MAJ3 = Bn .Proof: For a given function f , consider a CNF decomposition AND(d1; � � � ; dk)and a DNF decomposition OR(c1; � � � ; cl), where di and ci are disjunctions andconjunctions, respectively, over the set of inputs and their negations. Let us assumethat k � l; if it is not the case, one can replace f by not-f and exchange the rolesof the di and the ci. Then we claim that:f = maj(c1; � � � ; cl; d1; � � � ; dl�1):This majority is composed of 2l � 1 terms. If f(b) = +1, then di(b) = +1 8i =1; � � � ; k and ci(b) = +1 for at least one i = 1; � � � ; l, so at least l terms among the2l � 1 will be +1. On the other hand, if f(b) = �1, ci(b) = �1 8i = 1; � � � ; l andthus at least l of the 2l � 1 hidden units answer �1 for b. 4The size of the network obtained by this construction is in O(minfk; lg), but of course, foralmost all interesting Boolean functions, this size of the most compact normal form can bequite large, i.e. exponential in n (e.g. PARITY). Moreover, there is very little hope to beable to save one more layer of a three-layered democratic network simulating an arbitraryBoolean function, when the construction is based on CNFs or DNFs of the functions, assuggested in proposition 4.1.An alternative way for expressing Boolean functions is based on the well known fact thatevery Boolean function can be expressed as a polynomial, on the �eld of rational, in the



Page 10 RRR 4-95variables b1; : : : ; bn, when the numerical representation �1 and +1 is used for the Booleanvalues True and False, respectively. For every Boolean function f : IBn ! IB, there is aunique vector of coe�cients c 2 IR2n, such thatf(b) = X�2f0;1gn c� nYi=1 b�ii ; (7)A term of this polynomial, indexed by �, is simply a parity function over the subset ofvariables whose characteristic vector is �. Thus, using expression (7), an arbitrary Booleanfunction can be expressed as a linear threshold function of parities de�ned over some ofthe n inputs. Since the coe�cients c� of the polynomial are rational, the linear thresholdfunction can be simulated by a majority function, assuming a duplication of the parityfunctions. Using proposition 3.6, this polynomial form provides a depth-3 degenerate circuitof majority units.In the last part of this section, we are going to show how any Boolean function can besimulated by a democratic network of depth 2. This issue is of high interest when we considerincremental training algorithms that build a depth-2 democratic network by adding hiddenunits iteratively.In [2], the polynomial representation (7) has been used to simulate any Boolean functionby a network with LTUs, and the author shows how one can get rid of the second layer,in order to get a depth-2 network of LTUs computing an arbitrary Boolean function (seetheorem 2.1 in [2]). However, the construction proposed uses AT-LEAST-k and AT-MOST-kfunctions in the �rst layer, and so it can not be exploited for the construction of a depth-2universal democratic network, unless n constant inputs are arti�cial added to the n originalinputs of the network.Proposition 4.2 Any Boolean function can be computed by a depth-2 democraticnetwork.Proof: Since non-degeneracy is not required in this result, it is su�cient to showthat any Boolean function can be computed by a depth-2 circuit, with majorityunits on the hidden layer, and a single LTU as output unit. The latter can thenbe simulated by a majority unit and an appropriate duplication of the hiddenunits. For this purpose, we are going to start from the depth-3 democratic networkmentioned above and based on the polynomial representation of equation (7), andusing remark 4.1, we will show how one can get rid of the second layer computingthe parity functions.Remark 4.1 An intermediate unit can be suppressed from a networkcomposed of LTUs if the absolute value of its potential is a non-zero con-stant � for every possible input of the network. After dropping such aunit of coe�cients w and of output connection value o, for each of itsin-connection of value wi, a connection of value owi� should be introducedfrom the ith predecessor of the unit to its successor.



RRR 4-95 Page 11To complete the proof, we will show that there is a depth-2 democratic networkcomputing the n-PARITY in such a way that the absolute value of the outputpotential is �, where � is a function of n. This network is obtained by puttingon the hidden layer the 2n units with positive threshold and coe�cients w 2 IB2n.The output connection o of a given hidden unit is �xed by the following rule:if n is even, o = ( +1 if Eq(w) � C(n-PARITY)�1 if Eq(w) � IBn � C(n-PARITY) ;if n is odd, o = ( +1 if 9 x 2 C(n-PARITY) s. t. x>w = +1�1 if 9 x 2 C(n-PARITY) s. t. x>w = �1 :This particular choice for the value o ensures that the total contribution to thepotential of the output unit is strictly positive if the input is in C(n-PARITY)and strictly negative otherwise. Moreover, the property assumed in remark 4.1 isa consequence of the symmetry due to consideration on the hidden layer of all thecomplete majorities (i.e. without 0 weights) over the n inputs. 45 The VC-dimension of MAJ1A characterization of the computational power of a class of functions is given by the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension [20]. In order to formalize this notion, we �rst introduce somepreliminary de�nitions. A dichotomy of p points !1; : : : ; !p in some space 
 is a partition ofthese points into two disjoint classes. It can be considered as a function d : f!1; : : : ; !ng ! IBand it will be denoted by a Boolean vector d 2 IBp. Let F be a set of Boolean-valuedfunctions de�ned on 
; a subset � � 
 is said to be shattered by F if each of the 2j�jpossible dichotomies of � corresponds to at least one function of F restricted to �. TheVapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of F , noted V C-dim(F ), is the size of the largest shatteredsubset � 2 
.When 
 = IRn, all dichotomies of n + 1 points are linearly separable if and only if then+1 points are not contained in a n�1 dimensional hyperplane of IRn [3]. This result provesthat the VC-dimension of the set of all linearly separable Boolean functions of n argumentsis n+ 1. The following proposition shows that the VC-dimension does not change when theset of Boolean functions is restricted from LT1 to MAJ1.Proposition 5.1 V C-dim(MAJ1 \ Bn) = n + 1 .Proof: Since MAJ1 � LT1, the VC-dimension of MAJ1 \ Bn is bounded fromabove by n + 1. To prove the proposition, we will show that the following set ofn+ 1 points of IBn(�1;�1; : : : ;�1)| {z }b0 ; (+1;�1; : : : ;�1)| {z }b1 ; (+1;+1; : : : ;�1)| {z }b2 ; : : : ; (+1;+1; : : : ;+1)| {z }bn



Page 12 RRR 4-95is shattered by MAJ1.Let an arbitrary dichotomy of these n+1 points be given by d = (d0; d1; : : : ; dn) 2IBn+1. Since MAJ1 is closed under negation, we can assume without loss of thegenerality that d0 = +1.Consider the following de�nition of the threshold and of the weights:w0 = 12 ; wi = di � di�12 8i = 1; : : : ; n: (8)With these choices, equation (1) gives f(b0) = +1 = d0, since w0 + w>b0 =w0 + 1�dn2 = 1 � dn2 , which is either 12 or 32 . Let call � this quantity 1 � dn2 .Finally observe that for all i = 1; : : : ; n, w0+w>bi = w0 +w>b0+w>(bi � b0) =�+ 12Pnj=1(dj � dj�1)(bij � b0j) = �+Pij=1(dj � dj�1) = �+ di� 1, which is � (i.e.positive) if di = 1, and � � 2 (i.e. negative) if di = �1. Thus, the choice of theparameters proposed in (8) solves the dichotomy d. 46 DiscussionThroughout this paper, we established various results suggesting that many Boolean func-tions can be represented e�ciently by multi-layered networks composed of majority units,even if multiple connections between two units are not allowed. This suggests that a usualnetwork of �xed architecture has no intrinsic limitations when its parameters are limited to+1, 0 and �1.The constructions developed in the �rst part of section 2 for the computation of ANDand AT-MOST-k are quite simple and their results are not surprising. On the other hand,the number n of hidden units used for the computation of n-PARITY with a depth-2 non-degenerate democratic network without jumping connections, is probably a tight bound ofthe minimum, since this value is also the best known one when general LTUs compose thenetwork.Many open questions are related to universal democratic networks. Is any Boolean func-tion f computable by a depth-2 non-degenerate democratic network? This question has beensolved positively by computer for n � 4, but is still open for larger numbers of arguments.The polynomial (7) is unique and gives the exact value +1 or �1 of the function for anyinput, and so the sgn function is not necessary. Another open question we attempted tosolve without success is the following:Can the coe�cients c� of this polynomial be restricted to �1; 0;+1 when only thesign of the polynomial is required to match with the output of function f ?This issue goes beyond the neural network �eld, since it will provide a general way of express-ing any Boolean function into a majority of distinct parities. We also checked this question
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